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Most of my friends know it, so I will admit it to you. I am paranoid! I have tried to fight it, but I can’t resist it. What am I paranoid about? 
Computer security. It started way back in 1984 when I purchased my first Mac - a Mac 512KE and it has lasted until today. Over the years I have 
purchased various firewall and antivirus programs. This helped with my paranoia until I discovered that not only should you have a firewall to 
prevent hackers from accessing your Mac, but you also need a reverse firewall to prevent your information from being sent out from your Mac. 

Did you know that your installed programs and even your Mac phones home? That is, when you start a program (if you are connected to the 
Internet - and who isn’t now-a-days), it usually tries to connect with the developer’s website to check for updates, to detect piracy of their software, 
etc. 

All developers are honest, right? They wouldn’t dream of snooping or collecting anything from your computer. Right? If you believe that, I have 
some swamp land to sell you. We take it on faith that they are honest, but all it takes in one nefarious programer to create a program or game that 
you install. Little did you know that there was also a virus or a key-logger hidden in its code. Woops! There goes your credit card numbers or your 
financial documents to the programer. Ready to be sold on the dark web.

Knowing of this hole in my computer security, I started looking for a reverse firewall that would stop information from leaving my computer. 
That’s when I came across the Little Snitch program. Once installed, it would alert me every time a program was trying to access the Internet. If it 
was something that I initiated or that I knew was OK - I let it proceed. But if it was not something that I initiated or could identify, I had Little 
Snitch block it. FYI: Little Snitch lets you set whether it is to be blocked once, forever, or for a set amount of time. I like that flexibility. Denying an 
outgoing attempt once is a good way to see if it was in-fact a legitimate outgoing attempt. If your program, etc. stops working, you will know that 
you should allow that outgoing attempt the next time it pops up. But if everything still works perfectly after denying it once, you can set it to always 
deny it the next time it pops up.

Figure 1. The Configuration window is the interface for managing rules and profiles.



Downloading an infected program is only one of the ways that your 
Mac can get compromised. There are so many people out there trying 
to separate you from your money, so you have to be careful even when 
you get onto the Internet. You can get in trouble just by going to a 
bad website that has ways of infecting your Mac. For that matter, the 
website may be legitimate, but someone has hacked it. So you are 
routed to their bogus site so they can “Phish” for your credit card 
number etc. 

When you access web pages, information about your Mac, the 
browser that you are using, and who knows what else are sent back the 
the website. Some times this is innocent or is used to direct ads your 
way. Other times it may have more darker intentions.

FYI: Not all outgoing traffic is bad. In-fact, some of it is necessary 
for the ease of use of your Mac. For instance your Mac checks the App 
Store to see if your programs and the Mac’s OS are up to date. You 
may stream music or movies from sources like Netflix, Hulu, Pandora 
or iTunes. Or you may send and receive messages or emails as part of 
your daily activity. These are legitimate activities and can be allowed. 
But as I mentioned earlier, not everything should be allowed to pass in 
or out of your Mac.

So I happily used Little Snitch for many years but eventually for one 
reason or another I stopped using it.

Fast forward to today. More and more we are hearing about denial 
of service attacks, etc. so we need to be more vigilant than ever. And 
don’t let the nay-sayers tell you that the Mac is safe and you don’t have 
to have protection. Now that the Mac is more popular than ever, more 
and more hackers are turning to the Mac to make a buck or two. It is 
better to be safe than sorry. 

The other day I looked to see if Little Snitch was still around and to 
see how it has improved over the years. This way I could see whether I 
wanted to start using it again. Here is what I found:

Needless to say (since I am writing this review), Little Snitch is still 
here and the program has had significant upgrades and updates. The 
most important to me is that it is now a two-way firewall, e.g. it 
monitors both outbound AND inbound traffic. So it is now much 
more useful against attacks. 

BTW: I want to clarify one point - Little Snitch is a two-way 
firewall that tries to stop information etc. from entering or exiting your 
Mac. It is not a virus detector/eradication program. If you want both 
types of protection, you will need to buy a separate virus protection 
program.

You may wonder why you would need Little Snitch when Apple 
already has a built-in firewall? Simple, Apple’s firewall is a one way 
firewall. Little Snitch is a two-way firewall plus it gives you detailed 
information on all of the network traffic. More about this later.

Installing Little Snitch
When you first install Little Snitch, you are asked two questions:

1. Do you want to use the Silent Mode? This is recommend for the 
first week or two. If you choose the Silent Mode, it allows all 
attempts and you are done for the moment. FYI: In this mode, 
Little Snitch is mostly invisible to the user. It allows all network 
access which is not explicitly forbidden by a rule. You can review 

Figure 3. This is a typical alert letting me know that Safari is trying to 
access the help.obdev.at website/network. Should I allow it or not?

Figure 4. You can choose how long to allow or deny the network 
access.

Figure 2. It surprised me to see that Apple’s Stocks widget goes to 
Yahoo to get its stock information.



your connections in the Network Monitor at any time and create 
rules for them with a single click. Later on if you want, you can 
change the Silent Mode to “Deny” all network access 
attempts.Though this would greatly restrict your access to the 
Internet, etc.

2. Do you want to enable the Alert Mode? This is for users that 
want to get notified and then decided immediately whether to 
allow or block connection attempts.

The next install screen lets you choose:
• macOS Services: Whether to allow connections required for 

various macOS Services like Location Services, Date & Time, 
Synchronization, App Store, etc.

• iCloud services: Whether to allow connections required for syncing 
with various iCloud services like Contacts, Calendar, Cloud Drive 
etc.
Afterward Little Snitch tells you that it is ready and to enjoy using 

little Snitch.
FYI: I set Little Snitch to the Alert Mode so almost immediately 

Little Snitch popped up with an alert that Apple’s Stocks widget 
wanted to connect to “apple-finance.query.yahoo.com…” (Figure 2). I 
don’t use the Stocks app so I chose the length of the Rule to be: 
“Forever”, clicked the “Any connection” radio button, and then hit the 
“Deny” button. So the Stocks app alerts have never popped up again. It 
was as simple as that. BTW: It really surprised me that the Apple Stock 
widget tries to connect to Yahoo. Who knew? I guess Little Snitch did.

The next alert was when I was using Safari to access Little Snitch’s help file on their website. I initiated the connection so I knew it was OK. But I 
decided to allow it only once (Figure 3).

So you can see from the last two examples, Little Snitch clearly identified the Stock and Safari programs which were trying to make the network 
connections. One caveat: As I said, Little Snitch tries to tell you what is accessing the Internet, but not everything has an obvious name. Some may 
be a cryptic string of letters &/or numbers. Little Snitch does give you more information (Figure 5) or other ways of narrowing down which 

Figure 6. The Network Connection’s Map lets you see at a glance where all the network traffic is coming from and going to. The sidebar on 
the left shows you all of the current coming and going network activity (I was surprised to see one of the connections going to Germany). 
To the right (if no connection is selected) is a summary of all of the traffic along with some statistics. If a connection is selected, it will show a 
summary for the selected connection.

Figure 5. You can click on the eyeglasses button and then the grey 
button to its left to get more information if you are not sure whether to 
allow or deny the  network access.



program or process is trying to access the Internet or external network. 
If you want more information than just the program and the final destination’s names, 

you can click on the eyeglasses button to the right of the alert window (Figure 5). This will 
reveal highly technical details like the IP address of the connection, its Reverse DNS Name, 
and whether the app or service has a code signature (meaning it has been released by 
someone or some organization enrolled in Apple’s developer program).

Rules
Little Snitch’s behavior is defined by rules. When Little Snitch sees a new connection 

attempt, it first consults the rule set. If any matching rules are found, the one with the highest 
precedence determines the action taken. If none is found, the default action is taken: In Alert 
Mode, a connection alert is shown (for you to immediately make the decision) and in Silent 
Mode the connection is immediately allowed or denied (according to how you previously set 
the Silent Mode’s preferences). 

As previously mentioned, the alert also lets you set the “Rule Lifetime”. You can select 
intervals from 15 minutes to 2 hours, Until Logout, Until Restart, or Forever (Figure 4).

Are you thinking: “Man I don’t want to allow or deny all of those connections.” Well you 
can either choose the Silent mode so Little Snitch automatically does it for you or know that 
if you set the Rule Lifetime for an alert to: “Forever” you only have to set it once and then 
forget it. Little Snitch will remember your Rule and apply your Rule (in the background) 
every time that it pops up. So a little work upfront and then forget about it afterward.

To get you started, Little Snitch comes with a set of rules that allow common Mac tasks so 
you aren't bothered by these alerts.

Profiles & Profile Switching
If your Mac accesses the Internet or networks both at home and away from the home, you may want to set up at least two different sets of rules or 

Profiles. For example, you may want to set up these different Profiles:
• Home: This Profile would allow local network connections in addition to all of your in/out traffic rules.
• Away from home: You would want a more restrictive set of rules for when you access the Internet through open networks like at Internet cafes 

and public libraries, or for when you access your office network. 
• Non security reasons: If you are connected using an expensive or slow data plan, you may want to deny software updates. Likewise, if you use 

your computer to show slides when you give a presentation, you wouldn’t want to be interrupted by connection alerts.
You can manually select which Profile is to be used for each instance or you can turn on the “Automatic Profile Switching”. With this option 

turned on, Little Snitch tries to uniquely identify every network you join and stores this data for later use. 
When you join a network not yet associated with a profile, Little Snitch asks what to do (Figure 7). When you choose a Profile, it becomes 

associated with that network and automatically activates every time you join that network. However, if you choose “Do Nothing”, you’ll never be 
asked again when you join this network.

Internationalized domain name warning
When Accessing a website, Little Snitch will inform you if the displayed domain may be a look-alike. Internationalized domain names may 

contain a Unicode character that looks very similar to the alphabet. For example: At a quick glance, the URL: applе.com may seem OK. But in 
reality, the е at the end of Apple is really a cyrillic letter. So instead of going to the Apple website, you would be going to a bogus copycat website. 
Little Snitch helps prevent this from happening by alerting you to the fact. FYI: I have seen this happen in emails sent to me. It looked like it is from 
Apple or some company that I frequent, but it wasn’t. It was a “Phishing” attempt. Also, in my bogus Apple.com listing shown above, I made the 
cyrillic E shaped letter larger so it would be easily seen and identified. In real life it is usually reduced in size to match the real alphabet letter’s in the 
URL address. This makes it very difficult to identify it as a cyrillic letter. So Little Snitch identifying these bogus letters would be a big help if it ever 
happens to you.

Program modification warning
Before Little Snitch applies an Allow rule, it checks the identity of the program. If this check fails and the identity has changed or cannot be 

confirmed, it shows an alert with a warning. You then can decide whether to Deny that program’s future network connections; Accept the changed 

Figure  7. You can set up different Rule Profiles 
and have Little Snitch automatically switch 
between them when you move to a different 
location/network.



program and then update its identity check; or Disable identity checks altogether.

Network Monitor
The Network Monitor visibly shows which application, Unix command or system service (“process”) is connecting to which Internet server and 

shows where this Internet server is located on a map (Figure 6). It also records statistics for each connection: The amount of data transferred, data 
rates for the last hour, ports used, etc. 

The Little Snitch Configuration
The Little Snitch Configuration program is the interface for managing rules and profiles. It is also the central hub for creating and editing the rules 

for Little Snitch (Figure 1). 
The sidebar shows the rules or rule suggestions grouped by different criteria: All, Background processes, System, Global, or Factory rules, etc. At 

the center of the window is a list of the actual rules or rule suggestions. To the right is the Inspector. This contains detailed information about the 
currently selected rules or suggestions.

Research Assistant
Little Snitch’s Research Assistant is a tool which obtains information about connections from external sources. It provides information going 

beyond technical details and may therefore be a valuable help when you have to decide whether to allow or deny a particular connection. The 
Research Assistant comes with two modules:
• Classic Research Assistant: This obtains more information via Objective Development’s online database.
• Info from Vendors: This module is based on information provided by application developers and is included in the application’s resources.

Restore From Backup
There is nothing more irritating than going through the process of setting up all of your Little Snitch rules and profiles only to have a system or 

hard drive crash and you lose everything. Well to forestall this problem, Little Snitch lets you save backups of your rules, profiles, and preferences. 
Simply restore from this backup and you are back up and running in no time.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I will admit that at first glance, Little Snitch seems overwhelming. But if you start with the Smart Mode and then start slowly building 
up your rules, it isn’t as intimidating. Alternately, if you set it to the Alert Mode, Little Snitch may be a little annoying with all of its alerts. But after 
awhile (with you allowing and denying the network activity) the alerts should slow way down. 

I like that Little Snitch tries to tell you exactly what program or process is trying to connect to the Internet or network. I have looked at other 
programs that only list the IP address or some obscure string of text. How do you know whether to allow or deny it from that limited info? I also like 
the feeling of security it gives me. So if you don’t want your personal or financial information leaving your Mac and you want to stop potentially 
hazardous traffic from entering your Mac - you need this program.

If you are interested, I suggest that you download the trial copy and take it for a test-run. FYI: The trial copy runs for three hours, and it can be 
restarted as often as you like. The Network Monitor expires after 30 days.

Requires: Mac OS X 10.11 or higher

Company: Objective Development

Street price: $45; Family license: $89; Multi License (5x): $169
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